Recall Bias in Patients with Chronic Low Back Pain: Individual Pain Response Patterns Are More Important Than Pain Itself!
Patients' cognitive processing of pain-related information as well as their cognitive, affective and behavioral response pattern when experiencing pain in daily life has been shown to be associated with poorer prognosis in low back pain. However, the relationship between specific cognitive processes such as recall of pain-related material and individual pain responses remains unknown. The present study sought to investigate recall bias in patients with chronic low back pain (CLBP) compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, it was aimed to investigate the impact of patients' individual pain-related responses on recall bias, comparing fear-avoidance response (FAR), endurance response (ER) and adaptive response (AR) patterns. Thirty-one CLBP patients and 31 controls were tested on a free recall task with three word lists comprising pain words and neutral words. Further, the CLBP group was classified into patients with a FAR, ER and AR pattern, using a short screening including the Avoidance-Endurance Questionnaire (AEQ). Group differences with pain status (CLBP vs. healthy) and AEQ responses (FAR, ER, AR) as between-group factors, word type (pain vs. neutral) as within-group factor and free recall as dependent variable were analysed by means of repeated-measures analysis of (co-) variance. Results revealed different pain processing of pain words between FAR and ER patterns, whereas CLBP patients as a whole did not differ from the healthy controls. FAR patients displayed significantly less recall than ER patients. Recall biases in CLBP patients are not only a result of experiencing pain but also effected by patients' pain response pattern with respect to fear-avoidance versus endurance.